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Lesbian Sex Positions: 100
Passionate Positions From Intimate
And Sensual To Wild And Naughty

IGNITE HER PASSIONWhether youâ€™re inexperienced or adventurous, this bookâ€™s erotic
suggestions and stunning color photographs will inspire you and your lover to explore each
otherâ€™s bodies like never before. Each position, from the sensual and steamy to the aerobic and
acrobatic, offers a new path to shared intimacy and red-hot desire.&#149; Whet her appetite with
Classy Chassis&#149; Tantalize her with The Tempting Tease&#149; Drive her to ecstasy with
Blast OffAuthor Shanna Katz, a board-certified sexologist and sexual educator, thoroughly
describes each position while showing how to maximize your pleasure using everything from touch
and taste to teasing and toys.
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I am a 45 year old lesbian who has been out her entire adult life, but this book taught me a thing or
two. Although some make take issue with the white, thin, cis-female, able-bodied models (not the
author's choice), the photos are really beautiful and seriously hot. Unlike positions you might find in
Hustler magazine or other porn, these are real sexual positions that can be pleasurable for the
women using them. Next to each photo, Shanna Katz describes how to use each position in a
straightforward way (including some of the particular benefits) that I found comfortable and helpful.

For example, there is a position that she notes alleviates stress on joints. As such, this book may be
particularly helpful for those who need or want to find new ways to be intimate. Regardless of the
type of sex you prefer, this book is an excellent resource.

Creative positions, although some seem slightly repetitive. A little variation between some of them is
the only difference. Still enjoyable and good to spice up a night.

Great book for couples. It is tastefully created and really puts an emphasis on sex as an art of
communication. Some of the positions are so similar that I wonder if it truly warranted a new page,
however going through each one has been a pleasure. :)

The perfect owner's manual for lesbians. I cannot recount how many times my lesbian friends have
told me how they fumbled and bumbed trying to find the furry cup from which to drink. This book will
help all lesbians and thank God for that!!

Photos show you exact positions. No way to mess up. Also tells you the advantages of each
position. I recommend this book.

Lesbian Sex Positions could be described as basically naked yoga plus a name for every possible
variation on the same four or five basic positions. I liked the descriptions of the positions, they were
nicely written. Some included ways to modify for different mobility issues, although none were
shown in the photos. There was some good advice, esepecially on safe sex, which did a good job of
summarizing some basics on dental dams and latex free options. Shanna Katz discards the idea of
jelly dildos for valid health reasons in the advice section, aka cancer causing chemicals. She then
suggests wood among good options, which is vaguely terrifying, considering either varnish
chemicals or the porus nature of wood. I also think it would have made more sense to put the strap
on section before the anal section.I think Katz expected readers to go through the book in random
order, the way she referred both forward and back to different sections. My favorite thing about the
photos was that the models seemed genuinely happy to be together. The pictures quickly become
repetative, however, because of the use of only two models, making this a book best looked at a
small section at a time.. Some positions are very precarious, such as one where one partner
standing with the other dangling by her ankles from the standing woman's shoulders. Others are
really fun to look at, but raise questions like, can anyone really get off while standing? There is a

position involving one person sitting on the back of a chair, which looks completely unsafe. I also
personally felt that contrasting skin tones would have made it more obvious whose leg was whose
in some pictures.

The women used for the pictures are nice to look at and have real bodies. They don't seem fake or
"mainstream".

The early photos are best, lots of good positions one wouldn't normally think of. Fun.
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